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Negotiations History
• The G77 and China: a product of the political economy of the

1960s and the North-South divide
•
•
•
•

Bandung conference in 1955
UNCTAD in the 1960s
Exclusion, terms of trade, commodity price stabilization
New International Economic Order (NIEO) in the 1970s

• 1972 Stockholm [UNCHE]; 1992 Rio de Janeiro [UNCED]; 2002

Johannesburg [WSSD]; 2009 Copenhagen [UNFCCC]

• In spite of diversity, ’Third World’ is not an outdated concept

(Williams 2005)

• From “contestation” to “participation” to “engagement”? (Najam

2004)

The subgroups in the South
• BASIC
• Emerging economies China, India, Brazil, South Africa

• AOSIS
• 42 small island states

• African Group
• 53 members of the African Union

• LDCs
• 49 least developed countries

• OPEC
• 12 oil-exporting countries, led by Saudi Arabia

• ALBA
• Venezuela, Cuba, Bolivia, Nicaragua, Ecuador

• Other ad hoc groups

Unity and Disunity in the G77
• Converging and diverging rational incentives
• Diverging: Vulnerability, resource endowments, size, level of

development, emissions profile etc.
• Diverging: geopolitics
• Converging: Northern leadership; International financing etc.

• Converging identity of exclusion (’Third Worldism’)
• Strong among Southern think tanks and stakeholders

• Converging institutional factors
• AI vs NAI firewall, G77 flexibility, G77 support to small delegations

• Some subgroups are interest-based, some have a normative

agenda

• Interests: BASIC, OPEC
• Normative: African Group, ALBA

Key trends in G77
• Rise of the BASIC
• Surprising to most analysts: close coordination, China’s leading role
• China: non-interference and sovereignty
• China: dynamics with the rest of G77?

• Radicalisation in the climate agenda
• ALBA in Copenhagen – geopolitics, anti-americanism, anti-capitalism
• Bolivia in Cancún – not a foreign policy agenda, but populism?
• Feelings of marginalisation feed sympathy for ALBA
• If things go wrong, will there be a ’new Sudan’, voice of NIEO and/or China?

Indian perspectives (climate policy)
• Hard liners – it is our turn now!
• Climate governance is a geopolitical threat from the North
• We must stonewall all Southern action

• Realists – developing countries should act nationally
• Developing countries face no international commitments, but there is a

national interest in development with climate co-benefits

• Internationalists – cease the moment!
• Not only CBDR, but CBDR + effectiveness
• Domestic actions and international process are connected
• India should show global leadership

Chinese Perspectives (foreign policy)
• Basic orientation
• Competition among great powers is the key theme, while ackowledging

the role of international institutions and non-state actors
• China is equal, different, and has made changes to integrate

• Defensiveness
• highly suspicious, careful, vulnerable with domestic challenges
• Paranoid reactions to Arab uprisings

• Assertiveness
• Shift in global power balance has occured, we need to renegotiate

international arrangements; IMF, G8+5, territorial issues, Taiwan

• Integration
• Quest for integration in international system; economic, but also other

dimesions

After Cancún
• Challenge: implementing the Cancún agreements
•
•
•
•
•

UN process prevails
Accepting steamrolling Bolivia and the precedence it creates
“historic responsibility”; “equitable access to sustainable development”
BASIC does not feel very threatened by MRV/ICA compromise?
Troubles with Transitional Committee nominations, Bankok feelings

• Year 2011 brings challenges to G77 unity
•
•
•
•
•

Legal form of the LCA
The second commitment period of the KP
Long-term targets
Vulnerability debate
Operationalizing the ICA

Concluding thoughts
• South solidarity is created through a mixture of incentives,

ideology and institutions

• It seems likely that the incentives will become more and more

diverging, and that the converging ideology is very slowly
eroding

• Institutions stabilize the status quo
• Unity within some subgroups seems to be getting stronger –

but will the ad hoc subgroups last?

• Cartagena dialogue of ”progressive countries” is showing a

level of promise in facilitating the North-South politics

Does multilateralism look like this?

Or does it look like this?

Elephant in the room:
The new G77 and China dynamics in climate talks
http://www.upi-fiia.fi/en/publication/118/elephant_in_the_room/

A Climate of Consensus:
UNFCCC faces challenges of legitimacy and effectiveness
http://www.fiia.fi/en/publication/173/a_climate_of_consensus/
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